
Sales Forecasting–
A Case Study



What is forecasting?

A technique that uses historical 
data to provide predictions 

concerning the future. It supports 
preparing for the uncertainty of 

future events. 

Forecasting



• Less waste
• Better production scheduling

Manufacturing 

• Shortened cycle times
• Increased customer 

satisfaction

Customer Service

• Reduced cost
• Reduced inventory

Business Operations

Why forecast? 

Successful forecasting enables more effective operation in multiple areas within your business. 



The process of forecasting

Choose problem
Pick ideal data, 

relevant variables
Pick best-fitting 

model and analyze 
Verify results

Evaluate most 
pressing issue to 

solve with 
forecasting. 

Collect all relevant 
data.

Choose best model 
based on data.

Compare 
predictions with 

actual results.



Expected benefits need to be directly linked with 
the forecasting. 1

Desired gains need to be quanitified up front.2

Don’t become too focused on results, always 
evaluate critically. 3

Forecasting know-hows

Forecasting can become dangerous 
if not perceived properly. 



A solution delivered by 

COMPUTD



The following example shows how we use a forecasting 

technique for predicting future sales.

More effective 
preparation and 

planning

Neural network 
based deep-

learning solution

Forecasting 
expected sales

WhyWhat How



Preprocess into series1

Predict daily differences to account for trend2

Scale input3

Feed series to model4

Method: Recurrent 
Neural Network (RNN)

RNN 
(LSTM)
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RNN 
(LSTM)
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21

RNN 
(LSTM)

19/11

31

How?

Why?

Prediction based on time series

Has long and short-term memory (LSTM)2

1



Achieved results 

Predicted Actual

Mean absolute 
percentage error: 10.23%



Results Comparison

COMPUTD’s 
AI Solution

Traditional Statistical 
Solution

Mean absolute 
percentage error: 22.74%

Mean absolute 
percentage error: 10.23%

Predicted Actual Predicted Actual



Why COMPUTD?

Full Support

Critical 
Evaluation

High Expertise

Tangible 
Results

We provide full support along the 
way, starting from business 

understanding to deployment.

We can help interpreting your 
forecasting results critically, so 

your business doesn’t become too 
caught up in it.  

Our data scientists have thorough 
knowledge within this area and 
have helped other companies.

We help your business identify 
main KPIs, to keep your forecasting 

process and results in check. 



Our process at COMPUTD: from business understanding to deployment.


